ITEM 110  Attachments

1. No person shall fix or allow to remain fixed to any telecommunication equipment of TCI any equipment, attachment, device, apparatus or contrivance capable of transmitting or receiving messages passing through a telecommunication system of TCI that is not approved or authorized in writing by TCI or supplied by TCI.

2. Any attachment or device mentioned in Item (1) shall be considered to be fixed to telecommunication equipment if it is attached or fixed thereto or placed on, over, under or adjacent to that equipment in such a manner as to be able to be used in connection therewith.

3. This Tariff item constitutes approval or authorization in writing for attachment of specific equipment to the Telecommunication equipment of TCI (herein referred to as the TCI network) and sets out the terms and conditions under which such attachments may be made.

4. A Customer may attach to TCI's network:

   a. Terminal equipment which is certified and labelled in accordance with the Industry Canada, Terminal Attachment Programme, CP-01 Certification Procedure, or with TCI's Terminal Attachment Program, Technical Standards; or for new telecommunications terminal equipment after 2002 01 19, which is certified as described in the Industry Canada document Compliance Specification 03 (CS-03) and Procedure for Declaration of Conformity and Registration of Terminal Equipment (DC-01); and

   b. Premises Wiring that complies with the technical requirements contained in TCI's Terminal Attachment Program, Technical Standards.

5. Copies of Communications Canada, Terminal Attachment Programme and TCI's Terminal Attachment Program, Technical Standards including equipment certification procedures are available for public inspection at TCI's Network Services Department, Fundamental Planning Section.

6. A Terminal Equipment List of all terminal equipment registered with Industry Canada is maintained and issued by Industry Canada, and is available on its website.

7. TCI's Terminal Attachment Standards are intended to protect TCI's network from damage or interference to service. They are not intended to provide complete design specifications or design parameters for equipment. In providing this information, TCI makes no claims or representations, and assumes no responsibility for the suitability, design, performance, installation, operation or maintenance of equipment which is intended to be connected to the TCI network.
ITEM 110  Attachments - Continued

8. Subject to due notice as provided for in Industry Canada, Terminal Attachment Program, Procedures for Network Change Notices and Disclosures of New Terminal-to-Network Interface (NCN-01) (formerly part of CP-01), and TCI's Terminal Attachment Program, Technical Standards, TCI reserves the right to change, in whole or in part, the design, function, operation or layout of the TCI network, as is considered necessary by TCI. TCI shall not be responsible or liable to any Customer or user for Customer provided equipment which ceases to be compatible with TCI's Facilities or network or becomes inoperative because of such changes.

9. TCI does not warrant or represent TCI's Facilities or network to be or to remain compatible with or to the use of the Customer provided equipment, apparatus or devices notwithstanding TCI's approval or certification of such equipment pursuant to TCI's Terminal Attachment Standards, and TCI shall not be liable to the Customer for any claims arising out of any such incompatibility.

10. The Customer is solely responsible for the installation, operation and maintenance of Customer provided equipment and TCI shall not be liable to the Customer for any claims or costs as a result of any maintenance diagnostics being performed on TCI's Facilities or network for or by the Customer because of Facilities or network difficulties.

11. TCI shall designate the point at which connection to TCI's network shall be permitted.

12. Connection of Customer provided equipment is not permitted on Public and Semi-Public Telephone Service.

13. TCI may make such tests and inspections as it considers necessary to determine whether the Customer is complying with the terms and conditions for connection of Customer provided equipment to the TCI network. Upon notice from TCI, the Customer shall arrange for such changes as are necessary to ensure that such terms and conditions are being complied with.

14. The Customer shall not attach or permit, suffer or allow to be attached to TCI's network any device, apparatus or contrivance which avoids the billing to the Customer of Message Toll Calls.